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Our Vision

Our Mission

Our vision is to be the universe’s premier golf

To connect, enrich, and power GOLF

community, by empowering the new era of

organizations and communities around the

golf inside and outside of the ropes.

universe, reimagining the sports experience
and how we connect - implementing next
generation technologies.

LOREM IPSUM

GOLFCOIN™ Rewards

A NEW ERA OF GOLF

www.golfcoin.cc

GOLFCOIN™ REWARDS

Golf Social

The platform is a Rewards Membership platform powered by NFT and blockchain based technology. Golfcoin is

Golf Social will be our umbrella community platform, driven by a DAO. A “DAO” is short for “Decentralized

about elevating customer shopping experience and engagment. It will be the universal reward and loyalty system

Autonomous Organization”. Similar to a Board of Directors, the DAO represents a collective group of voters or

for the golf industry, while providing members greater transparency. Golfcoin is not only focused on creating

decision makers. These voting rights are held by Golfcoin Rewards Members or individuals that hold a large

partnerships with the golf industry, but looking for opportunities that can lift the gaming experience of the sport

percentage of Golfcoin tokens. The core team and stakeholders will present certain initiatives to vote on as

and utilize the incentive based Golfcoin platform, inside and outside of the ropes.

neccessary on an ongoing bases (i.e. monthly/quarterly or as needed). Conversly, members have the opportunity to

Rewards Tiers

bring initiatives to a vote.
This DAO structure empowers community members to feel more connected to the platform and to grow the

Golfcoin will be used as a reward system to reimagine Golf commerce growth. Just as Marriott Bonvoy

network at a more grassroots level. The incentive for the DAO community is to increase the value of their

has their own rewards point system, Golfcoin will be focused on linking consumers (players) with the

membership and status, and further drive the value of Golfcoin Rewards. Uiltimately, participating partners will

different merchant channels. The membership tiers can be purchased directly through NFT technology

have a more loyal following of engaged reward members.

based membership cards, or earned through spending fiat or blockchain based currency and/or tokens.
Smart contracts will be developed to reward customers according to the reward tier system. The higher

Platform

the tier, the higher earn rate of Golfcoin exclusive membership benefits.
Golfcoin is in initial development of a mobile app and payment platform. This will be compatible with both
Golfcoin Reward partners control tier offerings.

1.

Par

Lowest tier. Entry level NFT recieved at lowest cost. Provides access to Golfcoin Rewards
ecosystem. Members receive Golfcoin with their fiat or blockchain based purchase, including
access to promotional offers exclusive to Golfcoin holders. NFT based Membership can be resold on
secondary marketplace.

2.

Birdie

Second tier. Provides access to Golfcoin Rewards ecosystem. Members receive Golfcoin with their
fiat or blockchain based purchase, including access to promotional offers exclusive to Golfcoin
holders. NFT Membership can be resold on secondary marketplace.

3.

Eagle

Third tier. Benefits exceed second tier. Provides access to Golfcoin Rewards ecosystem. Members
receive Golfcoin with their fiat or blockchain based purchase, including access to promotional offers
exclusive to Golfcoin holders. NFT Membership can be resold on secondary marketplace.

4.

Albatross

Highest tier level and benefits. Members receive Golfcoin with their fiat or blockchain based
purchase, including access to the most exclusive benefits, promotional offers exclusive to Golfcoin
holders, and status. NFT Membership can be resold on secondary marketplace.

Fees
Golfcoin’s payment gateway will charge a small fee to complete a transaction. Of this, partial will go
directly to the Golfcoin holder, and partial will go to the Golcoin treasury.

merchant POS at brick and mortar, and ecommerce solutions. NFT backed reward membership cards and
the Golfcoin Rewards tokens will be stored in the apps personal wallet.

GOLFCOIN™ ROADMAP

Launch Golfcoin Rewards NFT Membership

Launch Golfcoin as a rewards and native

Tiers (Par, Birdie, Eagle, Albatross).

token to the Golf Rewards platform.
Golfcoin is the OG, first and oldest, Golf
token in the industry.

2nd Phase

1st Phase

4th Phase

3rd Phase

5th Phase
2023 and Beyond

Golfcoin company formation. Partner

Expand Golfcoin as a rewards token to Golf

Partnership Expansion of Golfcoin as native

development & project infrastructure. ERC-

industry partners.

token to Golf Industry. Creation of DAO

20 token created.

(Decentralized Autonomous Organization).
Launch discord with localized cities to
follow.

